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1. Introduction
The digitization of audio-visual archives has provided a new way of sharing and viewing the
audio-visual heritage by means of new information technology. One of these channels is social
networks, which provides a way of bringing this content closer to a younger audience. Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and YouTube are perfectly suited to the dissemination of audio-visual
content, and television archives are using these networks extensively. In this way, a new means
has been made available, through which the youngest audience members can become familiar
with the audio-visual patrimony. One must add to this situation the increasing importance of
digital media in the leisure time of the youngest audience members.
The adult population in Spain follows mostly traditional television broadcasts, but younger
people are increasingly moving away from linear consumption because their demands are not
being met in the same way that platforms such as You Tube seem to be providing with new
options for consumption, creation and interaction. In this context, it is striking to see how some
programmes or fragments of broadcasts from traditional TV channels are having a great impact
on YouTube, Twitter and Instagram, especially due to the influence they have on viewers and
younger users. In most cases, this group is not familiar with the programmes or characters that
appear in these fragments, but the new situation allows them to learn more about the rich
cultural heritage of Spanish public television.
With this in mind, the present research aims to delve more deeply into the strategies being used
by two public service broadcasters, Canal Sur through MemorANDA, and RTVE (Spanish Radio
and Television Corporation) through “Archivos de RTVE”, in order to bring their content closer
to young people by utilizing social networks. Canal Sur Televisión, the Andalusian regional public
channel created in 1989 by Radio y Televisión de Andalucía (RTVA), has made YouTube and
Twitter two of the digital platforms for its audio-visual archives. The web portal that collects
these archives is called “MemorANDA”; it was launched in 2013 in blog format to disseminate
images “that must be remembered, or that form part of the nostalgia of viewers”
(MemorANDA). In order to do so, it makes preferential use of major historical events as the
principle strategy of its activity. In addition to the selective uploading of videos to YouTube, it
uses other social networks such as Twitter as well. The latter is where a high level of activity has
been detected and it represents the cornerstone of the archive’s commitment to social media.
The national public channel known as RTVE was created in 1956 and is the largest Spanish
public broadcaster. Since 2008, RTVE has made its audio-visual archives available to the public
through its web portal, and currently has a presence on social networks such as Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube. The activity carried out by the team at RTVE on social
networks is highly dynamic; specifically, Twitter stands out as the spearhead of its strategy,
which unlike MemorANDA does not focus so much on major events as on sharing and
disseminating its most relevant content, especially that which is related to the 1980s. It is also
used as a showcase for disseminating other programs that utilize the archive, such as Cachitos
de hierro y plomo, a musical program of La 2 (Channel 2 of RTVE), dedicated to retrieving musical
performances and songs from the historical records of the archive.

Through viral marketing of some of their content, both archives are successful in
bringing such material closer to the youngest audience, yet they use two completely
different strategies that demonstrate the possibilities offered by social networks in
3
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allowing people to become familiar with their audio-visual heritage while at the same
time serving as an example of the work style, organisation and production carried out
by Spanish public television with regard to its archives.

2. State of the art: Young people and the Internet versus audio-visual
consumption
Young Spaniards live immersed in the current digital reality. According to a 2019 report by
Fundacion Telefonica entitled, “The Digital Society in Spain”, the barriers between digital life
and real life are becoming blurred. An increasing number of young people are using social
networks as a projection of themselves in their leisure time, work life, and in their social and
personal relationships. In addition, the youngest participants continue to be the predominant
users of social networks and platforms such as YouTube. “The consumption of multimedia
products through web pages such as YouTube is widespread among the entire population,
although the youngest audience uses it the most” (Fundación Telefónica, 2018: 133).
Likewise, young people are spending a decreasing amount of time watching television.
Children between 4 and 12 years of age spend 2 hours and 11 minutes a day on this activity,
while young people between 13 and 24 years old spend 1 hour and 49 minutes. There are 10%
less television viewers than last year, a trend that has been observed for several years, and in
2018, the lowest figures ever were recorded. This is in sharp contrast to the older population
between 46 and 64 years of age who consume an average of between 4 hours and 44 minutes
per day. Those 64 and older consume 4 hours and 50 minutes per day (Data from Kantar
Media/Barlovento Comunicación, 2018).
The mobile phone is the cornerstone of consumption by the youngest audiences; 86% of
those between 16 and 29 years of age own a smartphone, which is above the average of 84.1%.
They use it primarily for instant messaging (81.7%), access to social networks (77.5%),
consumption of music (65.2%), and video streaming (52.2%) (Fundación Telefónica, 2017: 47).
This widespread use of the mobile phone is evident in the presence of young people on the
Internet, according to the report entitled, La Sociedad en Red, Informe Annual 2017 (The
Networked Society, Annual Report 2017), which states that “Internet access is nearly universal
(the figure is 98% of those from 16 to 24 years of age)” (Red.es, 2017: 95).
This trend among young people toward social networks and the increasing consumption
through smartphones has led to an increase in research by academics for the purpose of
analysing the relationship between young people and social networks. In this regard, the
bibliography in this study is very extensive. We highlight the case of Pertegal-Vega (et.al) (2019),
who have carried out a systematic review of the research regarding social networks and the
experiences of those who have used them. Moreover, these researchers explain the different
approaches by which these investigations have been performed. The contributions made by
Watkins (2009) when the phenomenon was in its initial stages are also interesting, as well as the
changes brought about by social networks when compared to mass media (Stefanone, Lackaff
and Rosen, 2010).
Regarding the case at hand, which is the relationship between audio-visual television
archives and social networks, this has only been slightly studied within research carried out
regarding communication, documentation, and psychology. Anton and Gaullar (2013) studied
the relevance of audio-visual archives of Spanish regional television channels and highlighted
4
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Canal Sur's good ranking at the time. Prior to that, López de Soles and Martín López (2011) had
already investigated the way in which Internet allowed audio-visual archives to upload part of
their collections to the web, both for commercial and educational purposes.
This situation has meant that documentalists working in television archives have had to
acquire a new role and new skills, as we have seen in our research, an example of which is the
acquisition of competence in “analytics tools used to measure the timeshift audience during
long periods of time after a TV series ends" (Rodríguez Mateos and Hernández Pérez, 2015: 117).
In other words, some of these digital documentalists from the Television Archives have begun
to acquire the skills of community managers in order to deal with the content of the archives’
collections. This last issue is especially relevant because this change has occurred in a very short
period of time, and many of these professionals have been forced to adapt to this new situation
very quickly.

3. Objectives and methodology
The main objective of this research is to gain knowledge regarding the strategies used by
MemorANDA1 and Archivo RTVE2 in bringing this content closer to the youngest audiences by
using social networks. Therefore, this investigation focuses on analysing the role played by the
broadcaster (in this case television archives) and how its message is shaped, or how it is modified
in order to attract younger audiences.
To accomplish our objective, we began by asking the following questions:
-

-

What are the differences between RTVE and RTVA in their efforts to define their own
strategies with regard to YouTube and other social networks?
What audio-visual material is selected, how is it disseminated, and in what ways does it
stand out?
Do these web portals try to get the attention of young people by offering content of a
political, social or cultural nature, or do they prefer to offer content related to
infotainment or regional clichés?
What are the ways in which the audio-visual content of MemorANDA and Archivos RTVE
can be disseminated among the youngest audiences through social networks?

The methodology we have used in this research combines both a qualitative and
quantitative approach using methodological tools of content analysis, in-depth interviews and
surveys. Firstly, an analysis of the content of the social networks of MemorANDA and Archivo
RTVE was carried out. In the case of MemorANDA, we analysed Twitter3, and in Archivo RTVE
we analysed Twitter4, Facebook5and Instagram6. The period analysed lasted two months, from
1 May 2019 to 31 June 2019.
The analysis sheet created for this phase of the investigation consists of the following items:
-

Title of the shared post
Posting date

1

Please, see the official website: http://blogs.canalsur.es/documentacionyarchivo/
Please see: http://www.rtve.es/television/archivo/
3
Please see: https://twitter.com/ArchivoCanalSur
4
Please see: https://twitter.com/ArchivoRTVE
5
Please see: https://www.facebook.com/archivortve/
6
Please see: https://www.instagram.com/archivortve/?hl=es
2
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-

-

-

-

-

-

Original date of the shared archive material
Programme name
Format. The television format they share on social networks; in this case, the criterion
is whether the format is informational, entertainment-oriented, interview-related, or
documentary in nature.
Function. In this section, we analyse the objective of the message sent from the archive
in which four categories can be identified: Promotion; when other media of the group
or other programmes are being advertised. Information; when it provides information
regarding an issue. Dialogue; when it prompts the user with a set of questions. Lastly,
The User; where someone is specifically mentioned either to answer a question or to
ask a question because of a doubt.
Content. The content of the message is analysed: whether it is only a link, or whether it
is accompanied by an image, or if a video is embedded in the message.
Thematic. Due to the great variety of topics used, these have been divided into two subsections, thematic and sub-thematic, mainly for the purpose of classifying all of them in
the correct order.
Major events. One of the most relevant aspects of archives on social networks are the
anniversaries of important historical events that are commemorated on the anniversary
of such events. In this section, it was confirmed whether the occurrence was a major
event.
Likes, Shared, and Comments. Under the last heading, these three indicators from each
social network have been counted and adapted according to the type of activity carried
out. Thus on Twitter, Favourites, Retweets and the Number of Comments have been
added. On Facebook, it was Likes, Shared and Comments. Finally, on Instagram, Likes
and Number of Comments.
Observations. This is a space where any relevant observation can be added during the
analysis process
Link. This section allows for the links of each of the posts and tweets to be added.

Image 1: Archivo RTVE Twitter analysis sheet

Source: self-made
Before analysing the content of the three social networks, a pre-test was carried out on
MemoraANDA's Twitter site in April of 2019 in order to ascertain whether the design of the
6
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analysis sheet was working properly and that it correctly answered the research questions posed
in this article.
Imagen 2: Pre-test on MemoraANDA's Twitter site in April of 2019

Source: self-made

The YouTube video platform was the second block analysed. Although we cannot consider it
a social network in itself, this platform does have many features in common with other platforms
such as Twitter regarding its development (Wattenhofer, Wattenhofer and Zhu, 2012: 354). It is
also useful in carrying out analyses, as the television archives use YouTube for the same purpose
as other social networks. In the past, only MemorANDA was using this social network, but during
the period of analysis (on June 19) Archivo RTVE announced the opening of its own YouTube
account and the start of its operations on YouTube (Ruiz de Elvira, 2019). In this case, Archivo
RTVE has not been analysed due to a lack of time; moreover, the strategy followed by RTVE on
YouTube is entirely different from the rest of the social networks, and from the activities of
MemorANDA, because RTVE uses YouTube as a repository of videos and its strategy consists of
the complete uploading of TV series and programmes.
The analysis period chosen was six months. Due to the low level of video publications, the
analysis range was widened in order to obtain data comparable to those of the remaining social
networks. As for the analysis sheet, it contains the same objectives as the previous one, but has
been adapted to the peculiarities of YouTube. Consequently, the following sections have been
included in the analysis sheet:
-

Title of the video
Publication date
Original date of issue
Number of views
Topics and sub-topics
Name of the program
Format
Length
Comments
Links
7
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The second section of the methodology uses in-depth interviews as a qualitative tool. To
this end, two interviews were carried out with the staff who manage the social networks at
MemorANDA and Archivo RTVE. Interviews were conducted with María Ángeles Martín, who is
head of the Archive and Documentation Department of Canal Sur and concurrently the
coordinator and community manager of MemorANDA, and with Víctor Peña, who is community
manager of Archivos RTVE. The aim of using in-depth interviews in this research was to obtain
information and data that content analysis was unable to fulfil, while at the same time to
contrast the results obtained with the opinion of the archive staff. The interview was structured
into 15 questions that explored the objectives of the research; in each of the two cases, it was
slightly adapted to address the specific issues of each of the archives.
Finally, the third section carried out a preliminary survey that yielded inconclusive data, even
though it was very enlightening, with the collaboration of the I+D+i JUVEN-TV project entitled,
“Nuevos consumos frente a viejos estereotipos: análisis de la recepción por parte de la juventud
española de sus representaciones televisivas actuales” (New consumption versus old
stereotypes: analysis of the viewing habits of Spanish youth with their current television
offering)”, supported by the Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities, and led by
professors Juan Francisco Gutiérrez Lozano and Javier Ruiz del Olmo. Within the project in which
the author of this paper has collaborated, a pre-test was carried out with 220 young Spanish
university students during the month of June 2019 regarding their consumption of television,
use of social networks, the new online platforms, and YouTube. In this survey, two questions
related to television archives were included. Though not to be used for statistical purposes, the
survey does project a very precise image of the impact on young people of the projects carried
out by television archives of both public television channels. The questions included in the
survey about the role of archives were as follows:
44. Do you follow any TV archives such as Archivo RTVE or Canal Sur
“MemorANDA” on social networks?
Yes

No

45. Have you seen or shared any historical videos about television through social
networks?
Yes

No

46. Name a few examples

4. Results
4.1. Strategies of MemorANDA and Archivo RTVE on social networks. Two approaches
to transferring television archives to the new social media.
The first question posed in this research was in relation to the strategies followed by both
archives in sharing their content and whether there are any differences between the two
organizations. After completing our analysis, it can be said that both archives have developed
different strategies depending on the economic and labour situation of both corporations.
However, in both cases they have managed to bring their content closer to the youngest
8
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audiences, although from two different approaches that have produced distinct results. This
shows the opportunities that social networks offer to archives and how they can achieve
remarkable results with few resources.
The two archives have somewhat different backgrounds on social networks. While
MemorANDA has a presence only on Twitter and YouTube, Archivos RTVE can be found on
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, yet they were not part of YouTube until June of 2019. Due to
this situation, the strategies established from the beginning in the design of each one of these
platforms has determined the ways available to the analysed television archives in disseminating
this content.
In the case of MemorANDA, its core strategy is based on major historical events, and it
develops all of its narrative discourse on social networks regarding such events, as they explain
on their web site. They also mention on the same site the following as one of their main
objectives: “The compilation of major events, which is a classic idea of Press Documentation. To
remember events, Andalusian characters worthy of being recalled” (MemorANDA); and “To
provide background information on current events” (MemorANDA) 7.
This makes the strategy followed by MemorANDA much better adapted to Twitter than to
other social networks because the tags or hashtags are perfectly suited to recalling major events.
If we look at the Twitter posts analysed during the months of May and June, we can see a
predominance of cases in which MemorANDA uses twitter with a hashtag of the same day, such
as “#15demayo” (“#15th May”) as an example, or the hashtag “TalDíaComohoy” (“A day like
today”). These two hashtags communicate their foundational objectives on social networks,
especially with regard to major events. This type of post is generally linked to the fragments of
programs uploaded to YouTube (but without the embedded video) and the Google platform is
where they publish an extract (with an average of 5 minutes in length) of the chosen program.
At no time does MemorANDA publish programmes or content in their entirety, neither on its
website nor on YouTube, a key aspect that differentiates it from the work carried out by RTVE.
The Archives, Documentation and Library Department is in charge of managing this project
at the Andalusian Corporation. Part of the strategy they follow, and its shortcomings, are due
mainly to the precarious situation of MemorANDA in working on social networks. As project
coordinator and community manager María Ángeles Martín explains: “MemorANDA is not a
project with people assigned to it. It was born in the department. I am head of the department
and coordinate MemorANDA, and well... I do it by stealing time from here and there. We see it
as an opportunity”. As its coordinator points out, this situation means that the selected strategy
of using major events as a cornerstone of its network activity (it accounts for 84% of the tweets
published), limits the possibility of discovering new content and makes its discourse very static.
To a certain extent, this archive is perceived as being constrained by the fact that most of its
daily publications focus on this strategy. Thus, for users of social networks, the content it offers
is to some extent unclear and without a specific direction.

7

They also explain the origin of the name of the archive. MemorANDA receives its name from the Latin
word "memoranda", which means, “that which must be remembered” as they explain on their official
web page (MemorANDA).
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Table 1: Used of anniversaries by the archives
TWITTER (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Yes

16%

No

84%

TWITTER (MEMORANDA)
Yes

71%

No

29%

FACEBOOK (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Yes

6%

No

94%

INSTAGRAM (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Yes

27%

No

70%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Source: self-made.

Anniversaries of major events is a classic idea of documentation in the press, and one of the
essential tasks of documentalists who work for the media. However, the work of documentalists
nowadays has become broader, and as observed in this study, they have begun to coordinate
the presence of television archives in social media (Rubio-Lacoba, 2010: 648). Due to this
situation, many documentalists are becoming what we commonly call community managers
(Cobos, 2011). This is not only due to a technological issue. The economic crisis and precarious
situation of public television corporations has led these organizations to transform part of their
staff into professionals with other profiles in order to meet these needs. This situation has
resulted in complaints by television workers, especially those of Canal Sur (RTVA), who have
shown their displeasure with management of the corporation regarding professional discredit
and a lack of investment, and their allegations point to the “erratic programming away from the
current interests of a diverse Andalusian society” (Saiz, 2018). This is a key aspect in being able
to gain a deeper understanding of the content that MemorANDA provides, where flamenco,
celebrities related to the world of bullfighting, horses, or comical characters are shown as the
core topics, once again demonstrating a series of stereotypes about the Andalusian region that
only hinder the public's perception of this community.
The approach of RTVE is different from that of MemorANDA and is determined by the very
structure of the corporation. As the main Spanish public broadcaster, RTVE possesses
significantly more resources than Canal Sur. Thus, in comparison to just one person working at
MemorANDA in this area, the RTVE archive has three people working with social networks.
Víctor Peña, community manager of Archivo RTVE, explains his work situation: “We are basically
three people (two documentalists and a journalist), although we have support from the entire
area of RTVE Digital programmes, RTVE Documentary collection, and RTVE technical support8”.
This means that the activity of Archivo RTVE in social networks is much higher. They also have

8

If no other source is stated, all quotations included in this article have been selected and taken from
interviews with the community managers of the television archives under analysis.
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profiles that are more varied and its posting of information is much more frequent than that of
MemorANDA.
To some extent, the strategy of Archivo RTVE responds more effectively to the need to
provide visibility to the archive's documentary collection, since by using a clear strategy it shows
a series of programmes or TV series during the week and uploads them in full onto its web space.
Later, in social networks, they cut out a video clip of a few minutes that they embed in the
platform and link it to the video available on the archive's website. Mr. Peña describes the
strategy in detail:
We have a weekly line-up of new content at a rate of four or five pieces per day. This
content is the result of requests made to us through these same social networks, from
the Institutional area of RTVE, the Spectator's ombudsman, etc. Also, through our
own initiative directly, in the case of news (the death of a famous person,
anniversaries, major events, etc.). All of this new daily material is sold on social
networks (especially on Facebook and Twitter), although we can also sell any content
that fits the current situation, even if it was published some time ago.

Unlike MemorANDA, they do not use major events as a central theme in order to evoke
memorable moments or personalities, but instead have a clear strategy of publishing content
they want to make visible that is uploaded daily. In Peña's words, the objective is as follows:
To disseminate the content of Archivo RTVE published on the web a la carte. Both
the one we publish daily in our programming of new content and the one that has been
published for some time but that matches major events, anniversaries, news of the
day, content related to TVE prime time programming, etc.

The interaction and engagement they practice in all of their accounts on social networks is
perhaps one of the most outstanding aspects of their strategy. All of their posts open with a
question or invitation to the audience. Moreover, the message is informal, personal, and direct,
an essential aspect in attracting the attention of the youngest members of the audience. This
makes Archivo RTVE much closer to its audience than MemorANDA, which has a colder and
more static type of message. In addition to responding to and encouraging interaction with their
audience, they also carry out heavy promotion of other shows that make use of the archive, as
in the case of corporate programs such as Imprescindibles, or Cachitos de hierro y plomo. It has
also been observed that Archivo RTVE promotes fictional content as opposed to the other case
studied, thereby sharing a large number of TV series, which are also fully uploaded to YouTube,
some examples of which are Una hija más, ¡Ala...Dina! and Verano azul, just to name a few.
The presence of both archives on the various social networks is also slightly different due to
the employment situation of both.
Table 2: Basic data of Archivo RTVE and MemorANDA social network

Start date
Followers
Tweets
Update

TWITTER9
Archivo RTVE
September 2014
59900
18000
Daily

MemorANDA
March 2015
6533
7138
Daily

9

Todos los datos de suscriptores y visualizaciones han sido consultados durante el mes de julio de 2019
por lo que estos pueden variar considerablemente en función de la fecha de lectura de este texto.
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Number of tweets analyzed in the
analysis period
Source: self-made

624

FACEBOOK
Archivo RTVE
Start date
Followers
Update
Number of posts analyzed in the
analysis period
Source: self-made

Start date
Followers
Posts
Update
Number of posts analyzed in the
analysis period
Source: self-made

Start date
Followers
Videos
Viewers
Update
Number of videos analyzed in the
analysis period
Source: self-made

153.564
Daily

128

MemorANDA
161
No activity since
August 2018

249

INSTAGRAM
Archivo RTVE
October 2015
26.400
913
Diaria
84

YOUTUBE
Archivo RTVE
June 5, 2019
12.228
89
890.826
Daily
157

MemorANDA
No profile

MemorANDA
January 12, 2012
122.255
4400
64.243.867
Daily

Twitter is the cornerstone of the dissemination strategy of both archives due to its being the
most flexible when it comes to diffusing content, promoting other programs, and answering
questions. In addition, it is the only social network used by both archives, and from which we
can make a more exhaustive comparison. MemorANDA joined this social network in March of
2015, and Archivo RTVE in September of 2014, so there was a difference of only a few months
between the arrivals of both archives to Twitter. In the case of MemorANDA, 129 tweets have
been analysed, which are those that were published during the analysis period, with an average
of 2 tweets per day. In the case of Archivo RTVE, 624 tweets have been analysed with an average
of 10 tweets per day. This enormous difference is due to the working conditions of the archive
staff, as indicated above.
Facebook is the social network with the highest number of users in the world, but since last
year, a series of scandals such as that of Cambridge Analytica have raised many questions about
12
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how it manages its privacy issues (Granville, 2018; Dance, LaForgia and Confessore, 2018). In
addition, young people are leaving Facebook and focusing on other social networks such as
YouTube, Instagram or Snapchat, according to several recent studies (Anderson and Jiang, 2018
and eMarketer, 2018). The Facebook account of MemorANDA, as noted in the table, has been
deactivated since 2018. The reason for MemorANDA’s inactivity on its Facebook account is due
to two issues: first, as explained by the person in charge, the Facebook account was
automatically managed through an internal system that allowed for shared postings between
Twitter and Facebook:
Facebook left us. We have never worked directly with Facebook. We linked the content, but
they removed that function, and then it got lost because I don't handle Facebook. In other
words, we have never uploaded anything directly to Facebook.

Secondly, it is necessary to add the lack of personnel and time that MemorANDA has
available when it comes to employees undertaking other roles.
Instagram is the social network of choice for the youngest audiences. It currently occupies
a predominant position in their leisure time and is the social network with a profile most in line
with the interests of the youngest crowd. In the beginning, it was developed as a mobile
application and later migrated to the web due to its popularity. Moreover, young people find
many things that coincide with their own interests on this social network: the most popular idols,
related brands, fashion, music and movies (Marcelino Mercedes, 2015:59). As Peña explains,
one of the objectives of Archivo RTVE for getting closer to young audiences has been to open
new accounts on Instagram and YouTube. “The use of social networks is essential when it comes
to reaching young people and making ourselves known to them. They are the ones who make
the most use of these networks. To do this, we have extended our social network to include
Instagram, and the new Archivo channel will be on YouTube”. During the analysis period of May
and June of 2019, the figure of 84 views have been counted. Compared to the data we have
from Twitter and Facebook, YouTube is a social network on which Archivo RTVE has much less
activity, but the type of content it publishes, though with slight textual changes, is the same as
that found on the rest of the social networks. Only the strongest or most suggestive content are
taken into account in this selection, and of course, only those with images or video are chosen,
according to what we have been told by the coordinator and community manager.
The strategies that both platforms are using with YouTube are completely different, as we
have already explained in the methodology section. In this research, only the MemorANDA
platform on YouTube has been analysed since Archivo RTVE was incorporated into the platform
in June of 2019 and still does not have a strong presence. MemorANDA has been on YouTube
longer. It chooses to upload a fragment of a programme (with an average duration of 5 minutes)
related to a current issue, following the major events strategy.

4.2. The 1980s as the cornerstone of archival programming
The second question raised by this research is the type of audio-visual material selected and
how it is disseminated and promoted. In order to answer this question, it is essential to analyse
the original broadcasting date of the type of content being selected. We believe that one of the
key aspects of the strategy employed by both archives in attempting to bring the youngest
audiences closer to their content is to broadcast TV programmes that these young people
recognise from their childhood to a certain extent, and to make sure that this feeling of nostalgia
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used so extensively by both archives to engage their audience actually works. In both cases, we
will now see the original broadcast dates of the programs they share.

Table 3: Original date of the contents of Archivo RTVE Twitter account
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%

1949
1948
1957
1964
1967
1969
1971
1973
1975
1977
1979
1981
1983
1985
1987
1989
1991
1993
1995
1997
1999
2001
2003
2005
2007
2009
2011
2013
2015
2017
2019

0%

Source: self-made

Table 4: Original date of the contents of MemorANDA Twitter account
9%
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
3%
2%
1%

1950
1960
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

0%

Source: self-made

The original broadcast date of the content is directly related to the launch of both channels:
RTVE in 1956 and RTVA in 1989. In the case of the former, it can be clearly observed that the
most shared content is from the mid-70s to the early 90s.
From that time onward, the pace of publications was considerably reduced. Consequently,
the television content of the childhood of the youngest audiences, or at least the programmes
or TV series they may be familiar with, are the least shared by Archivo RTVE, which had its
highest peak in the year 1990, followed by the year 1973.
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The trend of the MemorANDA archive is slightly different. Two peaks are identified, one in
1989 and the other in both 2009 and 2013. The case of 1989 is due to this being the year when
the channel was launched, and it celebrates its 30th anniversary in the current year of 2019, so
a lot of content is being retrieved from those dates. Data from the 1950s and 1960s are due to
the publication of some videos from the Archivo Taurino Escamilla (Escamilla Bullfighting
Archive) for which Canal Sur owns the broadcasting rights.
For both archives, the 1980s offered a rich audio-visual heritage. However, in order to
attract the youngest audiences, RTVE should perhaps focus on retrieving and promoting
programmes from the late 1990's and early 2000s, as it would have much more impact and a
higher level of engagement with this audience. On the other social networks, both archives have
nearly identical results

4.3. Entertainment and regional stereotypes as a strategy in appealing to
younger people
In order to answer our second question of whether these web portals seek to attract the
attention of young people through content of a political, social or cultural nature, or instead opt
for more infotainment content or regional clichés, an analysis has been carried out regarding
what types of programmes, or their formats, are the most shared.
If we look at the data for the most shared programmes, the one entitled Los reporteros
ranks first (13%) at MemorANDA, followed by the broadcaster’s general news programme
(12%). Los Reporteros is a television program dedicated to investigative reporting and one of the
oldest on Canal Sur. It started in 1990 and has been on the air for 30 years. This has become one
of the most trusted programmes ever, and one of the best portraits of the development of
Andalusian society. For Archivo RTVE, due to the enormous amount of content they broadcast
and the wide range of programme types, the percentages are much less significant; thus, La Bola
de Cristal and Verano azul10 are, respectively, the most shared programmes, although neither
of them reach a figure of 10%. La bola de Cristal was a children's entertainment program with
age-oriented sections that had a big impact due to its innovation. Verano azul was a fictional TV
series from TVE and one of the most popular series of the 1980s. However, in both cases we find
a continued focus on flamenco shows, which only repeats national or regional stereotypes.
MemorANDA is the archive that reaches the highest figures, with 7% being programmes
specifically related to flamenco (to which some fragments are later added, and situated within
other types of programmes). This is something promoted by the archives, since according to its
community manager they try to publish something every week related to this type of music.

10

The high figures for both programs are due to certain temporary events that occurred when the analysis
was carried out. In the case of La bola de cristal, the program Chachitos de hierro y plomo dedicated a
special report to the former during the analysis period (see:
https://twitter.com/ArchivoRTVE/status/1141086348041949191) Furthermore, from Archivo RTVE, this
special report was shared and promoted to a great extent; moreover, everything related to this TV show
has received greater impact than the rest of the releases. In addition, the success of the Verano Azul TV
series is due to the release of a secret casting of the programme in which a child actor was ruled out as
the main character, but who years later would become one of the most famous actors in Spain - Jorge
Sanz.
See
the
thread
that
the
archive
devoted
to
this
subject:
https://twitter.com/ArchivoRTVE/status/1126207900710572034
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Table 5: The most shared programs
TWITTER (ARCHIVO RTVE)
La bola de cristal
Verano azul
Informe semanal
De película

4,80%
4,20%
2,20%
1,90%

TWITTER (MEMORANDA)
Los reporteros
News
La puerta del cante
Destino Andalucía

13%
12%
4%
4%

FACEBOOK (ARCHIVO RTVE)
La bola de cristal
Hola Raffaella
Autoretrato
Una hija más

5%
4%
4%
3%

INSTAGRAM (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Verano azul
625 líneas
Un, dos, tres
Terculia con…

6%
4%
2%
2%

YOUTUBE (MEMORANDA)
News
Todo caballo
Lo que yo te cante
Gala Primer Aniversario de Canal 2 Andalucía

10%
5%
4%
4%
0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

Source: self-made

It is interesting to note that Informe Semanal holds the third position on Twitter. This is a
current affairs programme that has been on the air since 1973 (Los reporteros follows the same
format as this programme) and it is one of the best programmes for analysing current events.
The great variety of programmes and TV shows that can be seen from the archives of
Archivo RTVE is a strategy that was intentional and specifically designed, as manager Víctor Peña
explains:
We share all kinds of content, but it’s true that in the posts we usually upload many native
videos of music and fiction that do in fact have quite an impact. But as a type of content,
except for sports, which has more copyright problems, we try to offer a variety of
programmes that include music, fiction, magazine programmes, news, documentaries,
children's films, competitions, and others.
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As for the type of programmes that Archivo RTVE shares on Facebook and Instagram, it can
be seen that they are the same as on Twitter, but with a much lower update frequency; this
difference depends largely on the type of post published. Mr. Peña explained that these social
networks, especially in the case of Instagram, focus on publishing eye-catching content,
specifically those that are programmes, or that are led by anchors or celebrities. Contrary to this
trend, MemorANDA's YouTube profile follows a strategy that is similar to the one followed on
Twitter, with 10% of its content belonging to its news programmes. The second position is held
by Todo caballo, a programme dedicated to the world of horses, and thirdly there is Lo que yo
te cante, which is a copla show (a genre related to flamenco) from the 1990s.

Table 6: Formats most used
TWITTER (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Entertaiment
News
Fiction
Interview programs
Documentary

48%
20%
19%
5%
2%

TWITTER (MEMORANDA)
Entertaiment
News
Fiction
Interview programs
Documentary

57%
38%
0%
1%
0%

FACEBOOK (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Entertaiment
News
Fiction
Interview programs
Documentary

55%
18%
16%
5%
0%

INSTAGRAM (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Entertaiment
News
Fiction
Interview programs
Documentary

54%
21%
17%
1%
0%

YOUTUBE (MEMORANDA)
Entertaiment
News
Fiction
Interview programs
Documentary

57%
37%
2%
2%
1%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Source: self-made

Another aspect that may clarify the second research question is the format of these
programmes. It has been noted that the most shared programs are those of entertainment,
followed by news. The following table shows how both archives opt for nearly half of their
content to be dedicated to entertainment programmes. The only differences found are related
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to fiction, which for Archivo RTVE is a central part of its strategy, but not for MemorANDA, yet
the importance of the news for the latter is quite high, with 38% on Twitter and 37% on YouTube.
Archivo RTVE follows the same strategy on the rest of its social networks, and on Facebook
and Instagram, the data are also very similar. The entertainment format is predominant on these
two networks with 55% and 54%, respectively. Moreover, MemorANDA has percentages on
YouTube that are similar to those of Twitter. For both archives, Twitter is the social network that
sets the strategy to be followed. However, reflecting on the research question raised, these
archives especially promote entertainment programmes over other formats. Interview
programs or documentaries are practically non-existent. Only MemorANDA on YouTube and
Archivo RTVE on Twitter have a minimum percentage of these types of programmes, although
the numbers are not significant.
As well as the data provided by the analysis of the formats, it is also interesting to delve
into the themes of the programme extracts they share the most in order to find out what type
of content are shown, as well as the types of themes that might attract the attention of young
people.
Tabla 7: The most shared themes
TWITTER (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Television
Music
Films
Cultural

36%
21%
9%
7%

TWITTER (MEMORANDA)
Music
Others
Cultural
Celebrities

28%
13%
8%
8%

FACEBOOK (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Television
Music
Others
Films

44%
15%
13%
8%

INSTAGRAM (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Television
Others
Music
Films

49%
17%
13%
6%

YOUTUBE (MEMORANDA)
Music
Celebrities
Cultural
Horses

40%
8%
6%
4%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Source: self-made
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As a result of the strategies employed on social networks and the predominance of the
entertainment format, the most shared themes are of no surprise, and the programmes related
to television or music comprise the majority. However, both archives use different approaches.
Thus, for Archivo RTVE, the most shared topics are those related to television (with this theme
we refer to all of the posts in which a programme or presenter are the protagonists), followed
by the music theme. For MemorANDA, music programmes take first place. It is also important
to note that cultural themes usually occupy third or fourth place in nearly all of the social
networks and archives analysed. Regarding the cultural topic, we have included those audiovisual fragments that are shared by both archives with regard to literature, art, sculpture, etc.
Moreover, this is a good sign, given the fact that the audio-visual heritage of both archives offers
outstanding cultural personalities who can provide many answers to the questions of society as
a whole.

Table 8: Presence of flamenco in the musical theme
TWITTER (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Yes

8%

No

92%

TWITTER (MEMORANDA)
Yes

78%

No

22%

FACEBOOK (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Yes

3,00%

No

97%

INSTAGRAM (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Yes

0%

No

100%

YOUTUBE (MEMORANDA)
Yes

41%

No

59%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Source: self-made

One of the most troubling aspects is the recurrence of regional and national clichés,
especially those aimed at flamenco. Within the sub-themes, the presence of flamenco in the
musical theme was analysed, and it was found that the presence of this musical format is very
high within the archive of Canal Sur. The figure of 92% of all tweets related to music published
by MemorANDA are about flamenco. To a certain extent, this is worrisome due to the recurrence
of clichés and stereotypes (generational or regional) in the new digital media. The question is
who is responsible for this situation? Is it the audience who demand this type of content, which
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in fact is the most successful, or does the responsibility lie with the broadcasters? As we will see
when we analyse YouTube, videos of the singer known as Camarón de la Isla (one of the most
important flamenco singers in Spain) are the most watched on this platform. The presence of
flamenco on Archivo RTVE is more balanced (approximately 8% of the tweets published are
related to music). This reflects much more accurately the national reality of Spain in relation to
this type of music. The excessive presence of flamenco, which reinforces the clichés about
Andalusia and Spain, does not attract the youngest members of the audience to this type of
content.
In short, it can be observed that the archives try to attract the attention of the youngest
audience through entertainment programmes in the case of Archivo RTVE, and through regional
stereotypes in the case of MemorANDA. To sum up, we have to point out that programmes
related to the topic of culture, though not the most shared, still hold a high position and to some
extent compensate for the other aspects highlighted.

4.4. Engagement and going viral: the key to interacting with young people
The third question raised in this research is related to the ways in which these archives
disseminate audio-visual content among the youngest audiences through social networks. To
answer this question, a ranking was used according to the type of function that each of the
published posts or tweets11 fulfils. In this way, we could analyse the engagement that the
archives used in trying to get closer to their audience, a key aspect in attracting the youngest
members.
Table 9: Type of function
TWITTER (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Information
Dialogue
Promotion
User

92%
73%
9%
8%

TWITTER (MEMORANDA)
Information
Dialogue
Promotion
User

87%
10%
3%
1%

FACEBOOK (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Information
Dialogue
Promotion
User

97%
74%
4%
0%

INSTAGRAM (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Information
Dialogue
Promotion
User

54%
39%
6%
1%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

11

It has not been possible to carry out this type of analysis on YouTube because the structure of the
platform is so different.
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Source: self-made.

Both archives largely fulfilled the task of providing information with very similar
percentages, 87% on Twitter for Archivo RTVE, and 92% for MemorANDA. The big difference
was seen in the invitation to establish a dialogue with the audience, which is a key in achieving
a high level of engagement. For Archivo RTVE, 73% of its Twitter publications are established
through a call, or invitation, for the user to participate, ask questions, respond, or simply reflect.
This is probably one of the biggest differences we found between the two archives and one of
the aspects that most concerns MemorANDA, since the connection it establishes with its
audience is very weak. The strategy of Archivo RTVE on its social networks offers a greater
capacity to connect with a young audience by continually challenging them and trying to
establish a dialogue by means of questions, comments or invitations. This engagement is a key
issue, as institutions often use their profiles on social networks as a simple bulletin board
displaying static content. This is very different from the more natural and accessible type of
interaction to which young people are accustomed.
The following example shows the strategies followed by both archives when it comes to
disseminating their content. On the left, it can be seen how Archivo RTVE invites the viewer to
watch the embedded video, thereby establishing a dialogue with the audience. On the right,
MemorANDA reports on World Refugee Day through a link to its YouTube profile, following its
strategy of using major events as its cornerstone of communication.

Image 3: Differences between the type of engagement performed

Source: Archivo RTVE and MemorANDA Twitter public profile.

MemorANDA misses valuable opportunities to increase its connection with the younger
audience by not offering a more personal message, or by not trying to establish a dialogue, or
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as in the case of YouTube, by disabling the option to leave comments. The person in charge
explained that this is due to her precarious situation, since she does not have the time to handle
comments, and she is especially afraid that she will not be able to manage those comments
coming from trolls that try to attack the corporation through the social network. However, this
manager is planning to take a small step in this direction by means of a video from the Archivo
Histórico Escamilla (Escamilla Historical Archive) to ask the audience for help in recognizing
important figures from the 1960s.
Likewise, in order to get more participation and attention from the audience, image and
video are essential in achieving these goals. The use of image, and particularly video, greatly
improves the chances of reaching a larger audience (Carrasco-Polaino, Villar-Cirujano and
Martín Cárdaba, 2019: 10), and in this case it can be seen how Archivo RTVE has a much stronger
impact than MemorAnda by making use of images and video in all of its posts.

Table 10: Type of content
TWITTER (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Video

53%

Image

40%

Link

5%

TWITTER (MEMORANDA)
Video

70%

Image

30%

Link

0%

FACEBOOK (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Video

52%

Image

47%

Link

0%

INSTAGRAM (ARCHIVO RTVE)
Video

61%

Image

39%

Link

0%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Source: self-made.

Archivo RTVE uses video and images in all of the tweets and posts it publishes; it especially
uses more video on Instagram as this platform is better adapted to this type of content. It only
shares a link when it responds to a user on a particular issue. In this way, Archivo RTVE enhances
its ability to engage the audience and possibly attracts more attention from the youngest
members. MemorANDA does not include videos in its tweets and the manager of the archive
tells us the reason for this. Videos embedded in social networks do not contribute to the total
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count of YouTube views, and for MemorANDA’s manager, this is especially important as she is
trying to increase the number of views on this platform. However, we believe that this decision
greatly lowers the possibility of reaching a larger audience. Although the differences between
the working conditions of the two archives must be kept in mind at all times, the inclusion of
multimedia elements considerably increases visibility and the capability of reaching much
greater numbers of people, especially younger ones.
The latter is also evident when we analyse the number of comments, likes, retweets and
views on social networks. As for the visibility and impact of the content published by both
archives, Archivo RTVE is the one with the most extensive and strongest presence on social
networks. This difference is understandable, considering that we are comparing a national public
television station to one that is regional, as well as the differences that exist in the employment
situation of its coordinators and the other aspects previously mentioned. The inclusion of video
in Archivo RTVE’s tweets increases the impact of these. The average number of views of their
videos is 10,000. Moreover, among the tweets with the most viewed videos we find the program
they have shared the most, La bola de cristal, which could not be otherwise. The moment they
have highlighted is one that is special, with 100 programs that reached 404,000 reproductions.

Image 4: Tweet with the largest views of Archivo RTVE

Source: Archivo RTVE Twitter public profile.
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Nevertheless, this type of content may not be the most interesting for young people, as the
program ended in 1988 and the generation that grew up with this TV programme is now
between 35 and 45 years old. The second tweet with the highest number of retweets responds
to some extent to the current concerns of young people regarding feminism, which for them is
of paramount importance. In the tweet, the Spanish copla singer Rocío Jurado (1946-2006)
responds to a sexist question in 1995. As we will explain immediately afterward, this tweet has
gone viral in social networks because of the relevance of the response given by the Spanish copla
singer.

Image 5: Second tweet with the largest views of Archivo RTVE

Source: Archivo RTVE Twitter public profile.

Although it “only” reached 231,000 reproductions, the impact of this video has been
enormous and has gone viral in social networks, as its community manager points out, and is
one of the most successful tweets in the archive for the period analysed. This type of audiovisual content that the archives retrieve is perhaps one of the best examples of how to attract
the attention of the youngest audiences by showing the struggle that women have maintained
in order to achieve equality. It also exposes the way in which successful women were
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continuously harassed by being asked questions such as those in the video, an example of which
was the size of the bra they use.
There are many differences between the two archives regarding the posts with the greatest
number of likes, and between the three types of interaction, though it is evident that all of the
tweets with the greatest impact have an embedded video. However, the deaths of certain
personalities have attracted the most attention on Twitter. In Archivo RTVE, in the case of tweets
with a higher level of interaction, we find the announcement of the death of Chicho Ibañez
Serrador, a television producer and scriptwriter who created great Spanish television programs
such as Un, dos tres, and Historias para no dormir12. Another example is the death of Eduardo
Punset, a scientific researcher who was in charge of one of the most important programmes for
scientific dissemination, entitled Redes13.
The highest number of comments on Twitter are about the Verano azul TV series. In this
tweet, they show a secret casting in which a child actor who would later achieve great influence
as an adult in hundreds of films and TV series was dismissed. His name is Jorge Sanz. This tweet
also went viral due to the importance that the Verano azul TV series still holds in the collective
imagination of people. In this tweet, Archivo RTVE explains the story of why Jorge Sanz was
dismissed from the series. However, we also believe that among the younger generation this
type of content does not have a great impact because of the generation gap that exists with the
series, which many young people may recognise by the number of times it has been rebroadcast,
yet it might not awaken a feeling of nostalgia or recognition that may occur among older
generations.
Image 6: Tweet with the largest comments of Archivo RTVE

Source: Archivo RTVE Twitter public profile.
12
13

Please, see: https://twitter.com/ArchivoRTVE/status/1137033019938746368
Please, see: https://twitter.com/ArchivoRTVE/status/1131094446211305473
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It has been noted that publications appealing to nostalgia work best and get the largest
share of the audience on Facebook. Nostalgic appeal for this type of content is especially
relevant, and even though this strategy is important, they should perhaps consider more up-todate content in order to attract young people, as we have already pointed out. Of all social
networks, it has also been found that Facebook amasses more comments. Mr. Peña points out
that the Facebook audience is the most loyal and active of all the social networks of which he is
in charge.

Image 7: Post with the largest likes of Archivo RTVE

Source: Archivo RTVE Facebook public profile.

Although it has a low level of activity compared to the other networks used by Archivo
RTVE, Instagram also accumulates a considerably high numbers of views. Moreover, of the three
social networks analysed in connection with this archive, Instagram has the highest percentage
of major historical events. Furthermore, the most watched post is specifically a major event in
which the birthday of television host Jordi Hurtado is celebrated.
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Imagen 7: Post with the largest likes in Instagram

Source: Archivo RTVE Instagram public profile.

As for MemorANDA, the post with the most interactions was a major event on all three
social networks and is the one in which Toñi Moreno, one of Canal Sur's most successful anchors,
presented a programme on the Andalusian Corporation for the first time.
Image 8: Tweet with the largest likes of MemorANDA

Source: MemorANDA Twitter public profile.

The impact of this publication with 15 retweets, 64 Likes, and 6 Comments is far from the
most successful publications of Archivo RTVE and MemorANDA. The person in charge, Mrs.
Martín, tells us her doubts about the repercussion of this archive on Twitter. “There have been
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times when I have asked myself if the time I invest in Twitter is worth it, because I think I have
posted some 7,000 tweets. Is it really worth it? I say this because actually, it takes a lot of work
for us to become known just a bit. The impact on the number of reproductions is minimal”. The
lack of interaction with the user and insufficient use of images and video are some possible
causes of MemorANDA’s scarce impact on Twitter, and consequently of the weak connection
maintained with young people.
In spite of this, MemorANDA manages to reach the youngest audiences through the viral
process of certain YouTube videos. The strategy followed by the Andalusian entity's archive of
highlighting small fragments of programs achieves its goal and the number of views and virality
of some of its videos on the Google platform is tremendously high. During the period analysed
in this investigation, it has been verified that the average duration of these videos is
approximately 5 minutes, and the descriptions of the videos give details regarding dates and
information related to the programme and its protagonists. Among the most watched videos
during the period analysed, we find once again the repetition of regional stereotypes, with
flamenco and copla (a more popular variant of flamenco) occupying a dominant position among
the videos that received the most views.

Table 9: The 10 most watched videos of MemorANDA
Eva González presenta el casting de "Se Llama Copla"
(2007)

845

Ricardo Montalbán, actor: entrevista

1863

"Al Sur", cabecera del programa en 1996

343

Raul Montesinos: Taranto y taranta | Flamenco en
Canal Sur TV

542

Misia: De Alguna Manera

687

Laura Gallego canta “Tengo miedo” | Se Llama Copla
en Canal Sur

2549

Paco de Lucía por alegrías | Flamenco en Canal Sur

1273

Día de los Reyes Magos: mañana de juguetes en 1994

462

Lole y Manuel cantan "Cabalgando"

671

Lole y Manuel cantan "Alba Molina"

2347
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Source: self-made

The most watched video is an excerpt from the program Se llama Copla (2007-2016), a highly
successful show on Canal Sur in which several young people compete in a musical copla contest.
In the period analysed, the performance of one of its competitors received the highest number
of views. As can be seen from the ten most watched videos, six of them have flamenco (or its
variants) as the main theme. The problem with the Andalusian archive is that it reduces
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Andalusian diversity to this regional theme, and the youngest members of the audience
especially reject this kind of cliché.
Image 9. Frame of the most watched video of MemorANDA in the analysis period

Source: MemorANDA YouTube public profile.
In spite of the data provided, these may be only partial when it comes to truly knowing
whether the work of the archives is reaching the youngest audience members. In order to know
realistically if the endeavours of the archives are working effectively, a survey was carried out
among 220 Andalusian young people in which they were asked about their knowledge of the
archives and about the work being carried out by these archives on social networks. Through
the questions posed, we wanted to discover if the young people were following these archives
on social networks, and if they knew about the work being done, at least through indirect
sources. This data should be considered as initial work, since it has no statistical validity, but it
can offer a much more direct view of the role of these archives among young people.
The survey data show that the archives have a minimal presence among the youngest
audiences. Only 3% of respondents follow the archives on social networks compared to 43%
who say they do not, and 18% did not answer the question.
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Table 12: Young people who follow the Archivo RTVE and MemorANDA profiles in social
network
43%
45%
40%
35%
30%
18%

25%
20%
15%
10%

3%

5%
0%
Yes

No

No opinion

Source: self-made
The percentage of young people who have shared some type of historical video about
television on social networks is higher; 11% claim to have done so, although they may not know
the origin of this type of audio-visual content. Even so, this shows that in spite of the fact that
young people are less familiar with the archives, through social networks they do in fact receive
the results of the work involved in making the audio-visual heritage available for them to see.
Table 13: Young people who have watched or shared a historical video on social network

36%

40%
35%
30%
25%

17%

20%
11%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Yes

No

No opinion

Source: self-made.
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Among the most repeated and continuously mentioned examples we can cite is the video of
Ana Orantes, which was the first time that a victim of male gender violence spoke out on
television, as well as the videos of Risitas, or Rocío Jurado defending feminism (videos that have
been shared by the archives analysed). Moreover, many television clips about historical Spanish
events such as the attempted coup d'état in 1982, or the fall of the Berlin Wall, in addition to
some moments on privately-owned Spanish television channels, have also been commented
upon, such as the live retransmission of Matías Prats, a TV anchorman on private television
channel Antena 3 during the 9/11 attack.
Two of the videos mentioned above are among the most viewed videos
on MemorANDA's YouTube profile, though they fall outside the selected analysis period. The
specific videos referred to by respondents are the following:
El Risitas' laugh attack when talking about the end of the world 14
Ana Orantes’ narration of the abuses she suffered for 40 years 15
We believe it is necessary to analyse in a bit more depth the characteristics of these videos,
which have amassed several million views and are the ones most often mentioned by young
people in the survey carried out. What do these television clips have that enables them to catch
the attention of young people? The answer to this question can be found in the mechanisms
that make a video go viral and become an Internet meme; specifically, we would like to analyse
briefly the viewing impact that these two MemorANDA videos have had and their recognition
by young people.

14
15

Please, see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OILKhHN7VI
Please, see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72Md_DypqRE&t=1s
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Table 14. The 50 most watched videos of MemorANDA

Camarón, por bulerías (1991) | Flamenco en Canal…
El Lin & El Nani por bulerías "Amantes” |…
Antonio José canta "Dígale" ante su ídolo David…
Demis Roussos: On écrit Sur Les Murs
Historia divertida de una señora en la playa en…
India Martínez canta con doce años "La hija de…
Sergio Ramos de niño y otros alevines de lujo del…
Muere el cantante Antonio Flores (1995)
Las lágrimas de Juan Y Medio | 25 años de Canal Sur
La muerte de Paquirri en el recuerdo de Isabel…
Gema Monge, hija de Camarón, canta flamenco…
María Parrado, con ocho años, por primera vez en…
Rocío Molina, de niña, baila una caña flamenca…
"Eterno Camarón" de Pedro el Granaíno y Luis…
Camarón, entrevista en exclusiva | Flamenco en…
El ataque de risa de El Risitas al hablar del fin del…
Eduardo Galeano: sobre el amor y la felicidad
Alejandro, con tres años, por primera vez en…
Ana Orantes relata los malos tratos sufridos…
La burrita Dora se pone a punto
Los gemelos Daniel y Jesús cantan "¿Y cómo es…
Caballo Yucatán de Sergio Ramos
El Risitas por primera vez en un programa de Jesús…
Otra historia divertida en la playa en "De tarde en…
Antonio Banderas: cómo aprendió inglés
María Isabel y "Antes muerta que sencilla" | 25…
Rayito, niño prodigio de la guitarra flamenca,…
Roberto Gómez Bolaños "Chespirito": entrevista a…
Bimba Bosé entrevistada por Quintero (2003)
Isabel Pantoja condenada a 2 años de cárcel
Dorantes al piano: "Orobroy" | Flamenco en Canal…
Los gemelos Jesús y Daniel, con cinco años, en su…
Diego el Cigala por bulerías | Flamenco en Canal Sur
Los gemelos Daniel y Jesús cantan "Escándalo" de…
Paco de Lucía y Camarón de la Isla, la magia del…
El Risitas y la Navidad: bromas y otras cuestiones
El Risitas y su risa contagiosa por el robo de la…
Alejandro canta en Menuda noche la sevillana de…
El Risitas explica con humor por qué cobra:…
Sergio Ramos ficha por el Real Madrid: el defensa…
María Parrado: primer sueño con Malú en…
La familia de Camarón en "Menuda noche"
Laura Pausini y Miguel Bosé "Te amaré"
María Patiño, joven concursante en "Amor a…
Juan Y Medio y el hombre que se durmió en…
Juan Moneo "El Torta" por bulerías en "El son, la…
Hombre agarradísimo busca compañera con Juan…
Pastora Soler de niña canta una saeta a la…
Lopera y Joaquín, anécdotas del Betis con animales
Falete emociona con "Inocente pobre amigo"…
0

4.438.528
4.256.278
3.562.345
2.889.844
2.488.315
1.903.574
1.668.323
1.626.834
1.578.693
1.356.348
1.254.017
1.141.766
1.102.983
1.086.098
1.039.246
990.821
958.272
905.822
822.697
791.964
742.129
721.834
708.195
703.196
694.782
691.183
686.237
657.972
562.819
543.104
525.522
504.451
473.665
470.766
470.216
454.293
417.244
389.095
386.056
384.529
372.971
359.618
357.796
355.286
349.300
323.074
322.448
320.448
314.593
309.730
1.000.000 2.000.000 3.000.000 4.000.000 5.000.000
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When the term ‘go viral’ is used, we are referring to a recent phenomenon born under the
umbrella of social networks. Going viral, or virality, refers to content disseminated through the
Internet that amasses a large number of visits or views in a very short period of time. This is an
online marketing technique. Túñez López, Sixto García and Guevara-Castillo have analysed the
consequences that this type of content is having on the media agenda and explain how “in a
hyper-connected market each user can learn from an entire consumer community, which
decreases erratic purchases or consumption options and limits the ability of advertising firms to
deceive. Therefore, strategies based on viral marketing seek to turn the user into a faithful user
of the corporate portal or website” (Túñez López, Sixto García and Guevara-Castillo, 2011: 57).
This means that the media have loosened their exclusivity in the search for news and topics, and
citizens are now taking part in this process as well. As these authors point out in their study,
YouTube is one of the main platforms that citizens use to share en masse a story or content that
goes viral.
Of the two videos spotlighted, “El ataque de risa de El Risitas al hablar del fin del mundo” (El
Risitas' laugh attack when talking about the end of the world), is perhaps the strangest case we
are dealing with, as the virality and presence of this Andalusian character has crossed Spanish
borders. El Risitas was a character who first appeared in June 2007 in the program Los ratones
coloraos (2002-2005 and 2007-2010). Because of his peculiar way of laughing, the success of the
character was such that it became part of television history at Canal Sur and all over Spain.
Among young people, El Risitas is part of the world of memes; it has been translated as “The
Laughing Spaniard” and there are plenty of montages related to this on internet as well as other
videos, which verifies the impact of this character on the net. The memes phenomenon is
perhaps one of the most significant characteristics of social networks and a distinctive feature
of young people. A meme is defined as an image or video that goes viral on the Internet and is
familiar to the majority of the audience. Normally, a meme combines image and text, and is
copied, modified and shared a multitude of times (Varis and Blommaert, 2015: 36).
The videos featuring this character have become an internationally viral meme that has
found tremendous success in France and Finland (Aragon, 2019), and in the United States as well
(Luz Peinado 2017; Parkinson 2015) 16. In the latter case, the international impact was so strong
that it was reported by media entities such as the BBC and The Guardian17. However, once again
a regional stereotype of Andalusians as funny, humorous characters has become the most
successful video among young people from the archive of the Andalusian entity. Without a
doubt, this redundant repetition of regional and national clichés is worrisome.

16

MemorANDA also reported the success of its video through a special YouTube video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kAleXmxbq4
17
Please see also: https://www.bbc.com/news/av/magazine-31947517/bbctrending-how-laughing-manspread-around-the-world
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Imagen 11: El Risitas’s meme about Apple products

Source: Armando Ferreira YouTube channel.
Nonetheless, perhaps one of the most significant videos is that of the case of Ana Orantes,
who in 1997 on Canal Sur's program De tarde en tarde recounted the abuse she had suffered for
40 years by her husband, from whom she had recently been divorced. Thirteen days after
disclosing the abuses, Ana Orantes was burned alive by her ex-husband, who had already
announced that he would take revenge on her for daring to divulge and denounce the abuses
she had suffered. The importance of Ana Orantes today is essential in understanding the struggle
against male gender violence in Spain, and it changed society's perception of violence against
women. Similarly, the video of Rocío Jurado shared by Archivo RTVE has also had a great impact,
and it shares the same characteristics as those mentioned above. Most of all, it connects very
well with a young audience who are highly concerned about feminist issues.
Why have MemorANDA 's YouTube videos gone viral? The reasons for the success of the
videos of El risitas, Ana Orantes and Rocío Jurado, can be explained by the fact that they fulfil
the main features of what makes a video go viral: they tend to be short in length, they are
broadcast on television, there are some erotic, humorous or violent elements, they appeal to
the most basic emotions, they tend to include the presence of famous people, and they have an
emotional touch at the end (Dafonte Gómez, 2014:204-205). Most of these features are shared
by the videos we have mentioned, and it proves that in many cases the content of television
archives still has a lot to offer to the youngest audiences.

5. Conclusions
The adaptation of television archives to the new digital world and the possibilities that have
opened up through social networks and YouTube for disseminating the audio-visual heritage is
proving to be a challenge for Spanish public broadcasters for this type of material. This research
has endeavoured to understand the main strategies used by television archives in attracting
young people through social networks.
We can point out that both Archivo RTVE and MemorANDA succeed in reaching the
youngest audiences, but they do so indirectly, and MemorANDA in particular displays the best
and the worst in this area. Mostly, they reach the youngest by making some of their publications
go viral, though it has a negative side, which is the fact that the identity of the broadcaster of
these videos is lost during the process.
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The strategy followed by Archivo RTVE is probably the most successful in this regard, bearing
in mind the number of staff it has on hand. The archive creates constant interaction with the
help of questions and invitations, which improves its engagement with the audience. Moreover,
the content it publishes is always accompanied by multimedia features such as images and
video. As a result, they were able to make several of their posts go viral during the period
analysed, such as “El momento feminista de Roció Jurado”, and “El casting secreto de Verano
Azul”. Furthermore, the former is possibly the most significant because young people have
pointed out in the survey that this video is one that they have shared on these platforms.
However, the biggest problem for the archives lies in the original broadcast dates of the
programmes they select, since most of them are from the 1980s. Today's young people know
absolutely nothing about these programmes, and the feeling of nostalgia that the archives are
trying to awaken using social networks falls on deaf ears with the youngest crowd.
MemorANDA is making a Herculean effort to keep its Twitter and YouTube profiles up and
running. This is noteworthy in light of the precarious situation of the staff dedicated to the
project. However, the strategy followed by the archive in making constant use of major events
results in its messages being disjointed and with no clear direction. Adding to this problem is the
almost non-existent interaction it has with its audience (such as by disabling the option to leave
YouTube comments), which means that it has no impact at all on young people. In spite of this,
due to the success of some of its videos on YouTube that have greatly exceeded one million
views, some of the clips it shares succeed in reaching the youngest audiences by going viral or
through their being converted into memes. Therefore, although its strategy may not be the most
appropriate for bringing audio-visual content closer to the youngest audiences, it sometimes
gets their attention. The problem is that the original broadcaster of these videos is lost in the
virality, yet a higher level of engagement would take place if the aspects mentioned above were
improved. Furthermore, the person in charge confirmed these audience data, pointing out that
the majority of the audience of both programmes is adult, and they receive a very small number
of viewings from the youngest audiences.
Likewise, it is in fact a symptom that the strategies used by the archives to attract their
audience are related to entertainment or regional stereotypes. Content with political or social
significance are almost non-existent, although cultural themes occupy a slightly distinguished
position. However, perhaps the biggest problem found has been the repetition of regional
clichés, especially in the case of MemorANDA. The excessive presence of flamenco does nothing
more than solidify these stereotypes, and there is no doubt that it keeps young audiences away
from this content. Canal Sur has a rich audio-visual heritage that perfectly reflects the
heterogeneous nature of Andalusian and Spanish society, but it seems that the Andalusian
public broadcaster insists on repeating time and time again the clichés of Andalusian people.
Furthermore, we are referring to the ambivalence in the type of programmes it shares, since
among the videos that have experienced the most success with the youngest audiences is that
of Ana Orantes, on one hand, who is a symbol in the fight against male gender violence, and on
the other hand there is El Risitas, a character who repeats the cliché that Andalusians are funny
people.
Video and image as multimedia elements are a key factor in achieving greater engagement
with the audience, and this has been demonstrated by the volume of views that Archivo
RTVE amasses in its social networks. MemorANDA's strategy of not embedding videos on these
platforms is a major error and is resulting in the missed opportunity of having a huge impact on
social platforms.
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We also find it worrisome that neither of the archives broadcast any audio content, or
almost none. As public broadcasters, they are responsible for safeguarding both television and
public radio, but in their social profiles, radio has disappeared. MemorANDA makes no mention
whatsoever of radio in the period analysed, and Archivo RTVE only shares nine entries on Twitter
and five on Facebook. The radio heritage of both corporations is highly abundant and social
networks offer a myriad of options for sharing this patrimony.
It is also interesting to note that the presence of archives on social networks gives them a
number of advantages. On one hand, we were told by MemorANDA that this is a space of great
freedom as it allows documentalists to choose what they want to share without being tied to
the needs of current affairs or to a specific programme. In addition, it provides another type of
economic benefit, which is the sale of images to other corporations.
Specifically, MemorANDA pointed out that they have received numerous requests through their
YouTube channel to purchase images by directly linking the clips they publish on YouTube.
Consequently, these environments are a perfect platform for other television stations to
become familiar with the heritage of public television broadcasters.
In short, we can say that both archives manage to reach the youngest audiences, but not in
the most optimal way. Archivo RTVE would achieve greater impact if it dedicated more space to
broadcasts from the 1990s and early 2000s. MemorANDA has found great success on YouTube,
which occasionally results in virality for a video that sometimes reaches the youngest audiences,
but the repetition of regional clichés about Andalusian people greatly hinders their work.
Perhaps with a better work situation they could modify their strategy and establish a clear line
of action.
What is clear is that these archives must connect with issues that interest the youngest
crowd, and if we look at some of the videos that have gone viral, they have a common theme:
feminism. “El momento feminista de Rocío Jurado” (“The feminist moment of Rocío Jurado”), or
the case of Ana Orantes, give evidence that the presence of women on television and their
struggle for equality have a prominent place among the interests of the youngest audiences,
and this is a unique opportunity for television archives to show the role of women in the history
of television.
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